TANZANIA SABER DISTRIBUTION.
From 07July to 19 July 2012.
God enabled us to reach 6 areas at Manyara and 49 churches at Singida.
PICTURE REPORT.
KATESH DIRIMA:-

At Manyara we met six areas with Joyce how lives at Katesh for now. Yonah was busy with another ministry.
And we met with CMF team from Arusha also, they have a program to plant churches in Barabaiq areas and
we talked a lot and they desire to work together with GRN Tanzania, they admired our tools that will help them
to have a good strategic to equip people at the area. They ask if we can work together with them. They will
distribute material with me for their cost. And they need to meet our Tz office for more discussion.

Above:- I hired a car from Katesh to Dirima distribution. It helped the ministry to reach the places as
programmed.

BELOW:- SINGIDA’S DISTRIBUTIONS EVENTS. Different places.

God helped us to meet 49 churches with Bishop Lamek and his wife. We worked from 8:00am – 10:00 pm
meetings, distribution, play saber and cinema. God has done marvelous actions, the result was positive. Can’t
explain well but this is the right time for God to be reveled in the world.
I lost many and very important picture, I didn’t have a camera, some areas I just use to borrow camera
and pay for it. But God is good for what I have taken.

Below: - Cinema events:-

C

Cinema ministry helped me to meet people who were not attend to the churches, after cinema we enabled to
play cd and preach people were enjoy listen their language. It was very good time.
Challenges:Laptop and Camera needed for communication and report I borrowed laptop from Godsave. And he gave me a
cinema tools which make the ministry easy. Tools will help me to communicate and take all events.
Thank you for your prayer and work with me.

By Pastor Anna Jumbe Tanzania.

